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Chapterr 2 

AA case study in performance 
analysiss of recognition of 
graphicall  signs 

Inn the automatic conversion of line drawings the reduction of ambiguity in 
thee recognition of symbols is critical for success. The detection of graphical 
signss offers a unique opportunity for unambivalent interpretation. Detection 
off  these signs can be split into two parts: the detection of its presence and the 
localizationn and determination of other free parameters of the sign. 

Inn engineering drawings, recognition is only sensible if a good reconstruc-
tionn of the underlying model (i.e. an engine, or a cityplan) can be made. For 
thiss reconstruction, the dimensions of the drawing, and the distances between 
symbolss in the drawing are crucial. An example of reconstruction, and the 
importancee of dimensioning in this reconstruction, is presented in [7]. 

Wee make a distinction for the class of symbols in engineering drawings 
inn fixed shapes, regular shapes, irregular shapes and combinations of these 
shapes.. Fixed shapes have only two free parameters: location and orienta-
tion.. Regular shapes have additional free parameters, like size or length. A 
straightt line is an example of a regular shape. Irregular shapes only have a 
definedd structure, but cannot be described in terms of a fixed number of free 
parameters.. An examples of an irregular shape is a curve. Each type of shape 
requiress a different class of detection methods. For example, template match-
ingg is ideally suited for fixed shapes, but cannot be implemented to detect a 
curve.. It is the purpose of this paper to study in depth detection of one such 
sign:: arrows. We consider several different algorithms for detection. 

Ann arrow is a combined shape, put together by a line and two arrowheads. 

27 7 
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I nn mechanically generated engineering drawings, the two arrowheads would 
bee fixed shapes, for there width and height would be known a priori. In 
practicee however, engineering drawings are constructed by hand, introducing 
uncertaintyy in the width and height of arrowheads. Therefore, an arrow must 
bee seen as a combination of three regular shapes. 

Combinedd symbols, such as an arrow, require some form of reasoning mod-
ule.. This reasoning' module contains knowledge about the required elements 
off  the combined shape, their spatial relationships, etc. While an arrow is 
nott a very complex shape, the dimensioning set is. In engineering drawings 
thee dimensioning set, of which arrows are a part, is a common element. An 
overvieww of research on recognizing dimensioning sets (and arrows as part of 
dimensioningg sets) is presented in section 2.2. 

Inn this paper, we compare three methods for arrow detection. The methods 
aree evaluated on robustness, and performance on a database with parts from 
aa range of utility-maps and on a large range of synthetic images created to 
testt disturbances in a controlled environment. 

Thee arrows in the real datasets we are looking for are often hard to detect, 
moree often than not disturbed by intersecting lines or touching objects. See 
figurefigure 2.1 for a typical example. The goal of the detector is explicit recon-
structionn of the arrows parameters like headsize, shaft length, orientation and 
position. . 

Figuree 2.1: Example of the type of arrows the detector needs to find and reconstruct. 

Thee bottleneck in arrow detection is the recognition of arrowheads. Three 
differentt algorithms for arrowhead detection are investigated and compared. 
Thee comparison is done on the bases of recognition performance, accuracy 
inn parameter measurements and computational complexity. All these three 
arrowheadd detectors benefit from contextual information provided by the de-
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tectionn of the shaft line, which precedes the arrowhead detection. 

2.11 Arrow model 

Ourr arrow-model is presented in figure 2.2. Note that in our definition, an 
arroww has two heads. The arrow is drawn with pensize d, and is given by 
thee drawing-conventions. The height and width of the arrowheads are not 
fixed.. The length of the shaft is also not fixed. In general, arrows are not 
symmetrical:: the height of width of both arrowheads are not necessarily equal. 

Figuree 2.2: (a) Shows the parameters of the arrow, (b) Shows arrows with heads 
pointingpointing inwards, (c) Example of arrow with inward pointing arrowheads. 

2.22 Related work 

Inn literature arrow detection is often presented as part of a larger image in-
terpretationn scheme. Arrows are one of the several objects to be recognized, 
usuallyy as part of a dimension set (see figure 2.3). 

[5]]  gives an overview of the different types of dimensioning sets, and pre-
sentedd a method based on web grammars for recognizing dimensioning sets. 
Thee main contribution lies in the formalization of the dimensioning set and 
thee conclusion that arrowhead recognition is a bottleneck in recognizing di-
mensioningg sets. [17] expands on this approach, giving a method for matching 
opposingg arrowheads. Both methods are mainly concerned with the grammar 
andd treat the pattern recognition phase only curseryj On noisy images these 
methodss produce poor results. 

Linn [16] recognises the difficulty of detecting arrowheads without contex-
tuall  knowledge. An algorithm, aimed at recognizing dimension sets, is pro-
posedd where first the dimension text is extracted, then the associated shaft, 
andd then the arrowheads, after which the dimension set can be fully recon-
structed.. The algorithm suffers from a lack of robustness, as intersected shaft 
liness are not properly handled. In [19], a similar arrowhead detection method 
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Figuree '2.3: In (a) a general example of a dimensioning set is presented consisting 
ofof two markers, an arrow, and a real number. The markers can be objects in the 
draiving.draiving. In (b) a specific example from an engineering drawing is presented. The 
dimensioningdimensioning set measures the distance between a galley and a house. 

iss detailed which is based on expected properties of the thinned skeleton in 
combinationn with outline vectors. A standard pattern of paired outline vec-
torss then suggests an arrowhead. We observe that this method is inherently 
nott robust against lines intersecting the arrowhead, a common occurence in 
engineeringg drawings. 

Inn [14]. the detection of dimension sets is described. A skeleton is derived 
fromm the binarized image. Then, on the ends of every line an arrowhead is 
searchedd for. This is done by first detecting a significant rise in thickness along 
aa line segment (signaling the back of an arrowhead). Then the length of the 
arrowheadd is estimated, and a model of the expected arrowhead is constructed 
usingg ANSI-drawing rules [1]. Using two different criteria, the model is checked 
againstt the actual image data. The method is not robust against ruptures in 
thee shaftline and works only a a limited set of possible arrowheads. The model 
usedd is not as flexible as described in section 2.1. 

Inn [2] a method for detecting dimension sets is described that is geared 
towardss the specific domain in which it operates. Arrowheads are recognized 
byy a series of morphological operations, assuming that the arrowheads are the 
thickestt objects in the image. This method is not extendible to drawings in 
whichh arrowheads are not the thickest objects. 

Arroww detection is often part of larger drawing interpretation systems [8], 
[ l i pp [12]. These approaches defines arrows in terms of what distinguises them 
fromm other expected elements in the image, not by its essential characteris-
tics.. Combined with consistency rules, this approach can provide good overall 
recognitionn results in well defined application areas. But there is also a draw-
back.. The arrow detectors developed for this type a drawing interpretation 
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systemm cannot be used independently but only by discrimination against the 
otherr symbols. We conclude that an arrow detector build as an integral part 
off  a drawing interpretation system, can only function within that system. The 
detectorr will not survive rigorous testing as a stand-alone application. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we describe standard pattern matching 
techniques,, and their application to arrow detection. 

Templatee matching is such a classic approach in pattern recognition. Arrow 
detectionn as a straight forward template matching problem is not feasible, 
givenn the number of free parameters in the arrow definition (see section 2.1). 
Slightlyy more feasible is an approach that only searches for arrowheads. It 
needss to be followed by combining arrowheads and (separately detected) shafts 
inn that case. The template matching of arrowheads, should then have to 
deall  with four free parameters: width, height, orientation and pensize. The 
computationall  effort needed can be expected to be too large to be effective. 
Thiss approach is investigated in section 2.4.5. 

Thee Hough transform is another classical approach to tackle the problem 
off  detecting arrowheads. Algorithms based on the Hough transform remain 
popular,, due to its conceptual simplicity. See [9] for an overview of Hough 
transformm techniques. Robustness against noise and the needed computa-
tionall  effort when the number of free parameters increase, remain however a 
problem.. In section 2.4.4, we describe an arrowhead detector based on the 
Houghh transform. 

2.33 Arrow Detector 

Inn this section we describe the detector algorithm employed by our arrow de-
tector.. In the algorithm (see figure 2.4) the line segments, potential shafts, 
aree detected before invoking the arrowhead detection. This is desirable, be-
causee arrowheads prove to be the bottleneck in arrow recognition. By first 
detectingg shaftlines, we have restricted the possible location and orientation 
off  potential arrowheads. This allows for computationally expensive methods 
off  detecting arrowheads on small subimages around the shaft not feasible on 
completee images. 

Thee external knowledge needed by the algorithm is provided in a knowledge 
file.file. The knowledge file contains all the parameters used in the detection 
algorithm.. Employing a knowledge file, and avoiding (hidden) 'magic numbers' 
inn the implementation of the detection algorithm, allows for easier automated 
testingg procedures. Reducing the amount of magic numbers increases the 
generalityy of a developed method and increases robustness. 
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Figuree 2.4: Detailed outline of the detection algorithm, separating shaft detection, 
groupinggrouping of shaft parts and arrowhead detection. The rounded boxes represent (in-
termediate)termediate) data, the shadowed boxes are processing-steps, and the hexagonal boxes 
representrepresent (external) knowledge. 
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Thee input of the detector consists of a grey value image. The detector is 
ann active detector (see chapter 1. trying to locate every instance of the symbol 
inn the image without a priori knowledge1 about possible locations. 

Thee output of the detector consists of a list of arrows, defined by the 
coordinatess of the shaft-endpoints. extended with the dimensions and direction 
off  the arrowheads. 

2.3.11 Lin e detec t ion 

Thee line detection step consists of some elementary image-processing. We 
definee /( . r. y) as the image, and Sd as a disc with radius d. The image g(.i\y) 
usedd to extract line segments is computed by: y = {f ~ 5^2 j }  -r S|d2J- an 
openingg to elimate thin entities, followed by a top hat transform: /? = g\{g ^ 
S\dS\d22]]  }  6- 5|-rf.,]. to eliminate thick entities. 

Next,, a skeleton is derived from the resulting binary image g. and converted 
intoo a set of straight line-segments using the Douglas-Peucker method [6]. Line 
segmentss shorter than the minimal shaft length specified in the knowledge 
fil ee are discarded. In practice, this removes many short segments left after 
skeletonizingg characters of the drawing. 

Whenn a shaft is intersected by another line segment, it is divided in two 
separatee segments. These separate segments are joined at a later stage in the 
detectionn process, the grouping step. It follows that when a shaft is separated 
inn many segments shorter than the minimal shaft length, the shaft wil l not 
bee reconstructed in the grouping step. This limitation of the algorithm is not 
importantt in practice, for the rarity of this occurence. 

2.3.22 Arrowhead detec t ion 

Thee head detection step is the most critical step in arrow detection. In section 
2.44 three methods for head detection are explored and detailed. Al l three 
methodss can be employed in the general set up for arrow detection described 
inn this section, see figure 2.5. 

2.3.33 Select ion and grouping 

Selectionn of shafts means checking for each shaft whether or not two heads 
(withh opposite direction) were detected. Shafts with two opposing arrowheads 
aree selected as arrows. 

Thee grouping step aims at joining shaft-parts separated due to bad seg-
mentation,, image-disturbances, or lines intersecting the original shaft. The 
groupingg method we employ is described in [10]. Input to this method is a set 
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Figuree 2.5: Context of the three alternative algorithms for arrowhead detection. 

off  line-segments (in this case being the set of potential shaft with zero or one 
detectedd heads), and a clustering value. The value represents the allowed mea-
suree of discrepancy between a clustered line and its originating line-segments. 
Outputt is a set of grouped line-segments. Each set of grouped line-segments 
iss augmented with the optimal line to replace them. 
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Givenn the output of the grouping step, the matching step checks whether 
thee originating line segments of a set had opposite-facing arrowheads. If so. a 
neww arrow is found. 

2.44 Arrowhead detection 

Inn this section, the procedure outlined in figure 2.5 is detailed. 

2.4 .11 E x t r a c t i m a g e - p a rt 

Forr each potential shaft-segment, we extract the surrounding image part. Each 
greyy valued image part is rotated so that the shaft line is horizontal. This 
simplifiess the latter stages of the arrowhead detection step. The width of the 
imagee part is derived from the allowed head size and the minimal shaft length, 
ass supplied in the knowledge file, the height is derived from the maximum head 
widthh (2.6). 

// ^ 

ƒƒ * 
(a) ) 

i i 

headd width 

Shaft t 

headd ' 
* \\ height /\ 

tt _! 

(b) ) 

Figuree 2.6: (a) The shaft piece connected to the head is shorter than the minimal 
shaft-length,shaft-length, (b) Therefore, the extracted image part is derived from the minimum 
shaftshaft length and the maximum arrowhead height to ensure the head is included in the 
image. image. 

Thee gray-scale image is binarized by sharpening it and thresholding with 

hysteresiss as described in [21]. 

2.4 .22 P i x e l c o u nt 

Wee define the summed profile of a shaft as the distance between the background 
pixelss from the upper and lower side of the shaft. The upper profile is the 
distancee from the shaft to the background on the upper side, and the lower 

profileprofile is the distance from the shaft to the background on the lower side. See 
figurefigure 2.7. 
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(A)) (B) 

Figuree 2.7: Extracting an arrow from an image, (a) Original image with region of 
interest,interest, (b) Resulting summed profile after segmentation and pixelcount. The plot 
givesgives the distance subtracted with the width of the shaftline. 

Bothh the robust line fitter and the Hough transform are based on the 
summedd profile. The reason for this is illustrated in figure 2.8. The summed 
profilee is more robust against disturbance in orientation of the shaft than the 
lowerr and upper profiles. Figure 2.9 shows the sensitivity of the summed 
profilee to disturbances in the orientation. An arrowhead is shown in differ-
entt orientations. In each rotation, the summed profile is computed. It is 
demonstratedd that the summed profile is only mildly rotation variant. As 
ann example, figure 2.8. (a) shows two lines that are both reasonable guesses of 
thee shaft position and orientation, but these two lines result in radically dif-
ferentt profiles when these profiles are presented in two separate profile lines. 
Inn contrast, the summed profile is nearly identical. 

I tt follows that for reasons of robustness, the detection of arrowheads must 
bee based on the summed profile. 

2.4.33 Robust line-fittin g 

Thee task in the line-fitting step is to detect the presence of an arrowhead in the 
profile.. The noise in the data is not random. This is to say that other graphical 
objectss in the image, like houses or pipe-lines, touching the arrowhead cause 
sharpp increases in the pixelcount. For this reason, simple least-square fitting 
techniquess are not sufficient as they assign high importance to outliers. 

Inn our method, before starting the fitting procedure, a subarea of the 
profile,, where the presence of an arrowhead is suspected, is selected. This is 
donee by selecting a connected area where the thickness is above the measured 
thicknesss of the potential shaft line. The subarea(s) need to be larger than 
thee minimal allowed headsize, see figure 2.11.a. 
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(a)) -
(b) ) 

(c)) (d) 

Figuree 2.8: In (a) and (b) the same arrowhead is presented, with slighty different 
estimatesestimates for the shaft line. And the end point of the shaft, the difference between these 
twotwo shaft estimates is one pixel in the horizontal direction. In (c), the upper and lower 
profileprofile of the arrowhead is presented for both shaft lines showing poor robustness, (d) 
ShowsShows the summed profile of both lines, which are nearly identical. 

Whenn the set of values to be fitted to a straight line (with parameters 
aa and b) are defined as ( (x i ,y i ) , (x2,y2), , (xn,yn))i a Least Square Fit is 
definedd as: 

N N 

minVVj / ii  -(axi + b))2 (2.1) 
a,ba,b ' 

?? = 1 

Inn figure 2.11.b, a Least Square Fit of the values on the right hand side 
wouldd approximately result in a straight line. 

Inn our line-fitting approach we discard outliers. The line-fitting procedure 
iterativelyy fits the data points and then throws away outliers (the (XJ, yt) tuple 
withh maximum y,; — {axi + b)), until a slope-line is sufficiently reliably detected 
ass defined by the correlation coefficient. The iteration also stops when a 
percentagee of values are being discarded. Figure 2.11.C shows an example. 
Thiss threshold is supplied in the knowledge file, as the permissable occlusion 
off  the arrowhead. 

(a)) -
(b) ) 
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Figuree 2.9: (a) shows a rotated arrowhead, with (b) the resulting profile, (c) Shows 
arrowheadsarrowheads at different orientations, (d) presents the summed profiles of the arrow-
headsheads from (c). It is clear the basic shape is still recognizable, although the dimensions 
ofof the arrowhead will  be hard to estimate. 

(A) ) 

Figuree 2.10: Working with the summed profile renders the algorithm unfit to distin-
guishguish between the shapes presented in (a) and (b). (c) Shows an example of a shape 
recognizedrecognized as an arrowhead of type (a) in an engineering drawing, representing the 
numbernumber 1. 

Thee dimensions of the arrowhead is determined next. The position and 
widthh of the arrowhead is based on the first pixel in the subarea that is involved 
inn the fit. The height of the arrowhead is based on the intersection of the 
slopee line and the x-axis. This is i l lustrated in figure 2.11.d. The arrowhead is 
rejectedd if the parameters do not fall within the parameter range as provided 
inn the knowledge file. 

Eachh iteration in the robust line fitting is linear in the number of pixels, 
whilee the number of allowed iterations is also linear in the height of the ar-
rowhead.. Hence, the complexity of the robust line fitter is 0(]r?max) with hmax 
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Figuree 2.11: (a) The two selected areas in which robust line fitting is to be performed. 
ToTo find the slope-line in a profile, least squares fitting techniques are not sufficient. 
(b)(b) shows the result of an LSQ-fit of the selected subarea on the right side, (c) Shows 
thethe result after iteratively throwing away outliers, (d) Establishing the dimensions of 
thethe arrowhead based on the robust LSQ-fit. The width is determined by the first pixel 
involvedinvolved in the the fitted straight line. The height is derived from the intersection with 
thethe x-axis. 

thee maximum height of the arrowhead. 

2.4.44 Hough transfor m 

Anotherr method of matching a model to data is by using the Hough Transform 
[15].. See figure 2.12 for an illustration of this method applied to detecting 
arrowheadss where the location parameter is restricted to a position along the 
shaftt line. In the simplest form, the Hough transform works as follows: 
everyy foreground pixel in the image is translated into incrementing the count 
off  every arrowhead that would generate this pixel. 

However,, this definition does not work for solid objects of unknown dimen-
sionss such as arrowheads . The reader is referred to figure 2.13. Therefore, 
aa more valid approach is to search for the outline of the arrowhead, a method 
thatt doesn't have a bias to an arrowhead of a particular size. 
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Figuree 2.12: Detecting arrowheads of unknown position, width and height using the 
HoughHough transform. Every foreground pixel in the image results in a hypercube in the 
HoughHough domain. 

Figuree 2.13: (a) Target object, (b) Optimal result of Hough transform looking for 
solidsolid triangles is the maximum enscribed triangle as it will  cast 100 % correct votes, 
(c)(c) Preferred approximation of the object from (a). 

Thee voting matr ix M(w, h, XQ) contains for each combination of parameters 
(w,(w, h.xo) the evidence in the image for an instantion of the arrowhead in the 
imagee with those parameters, w.h. and xo are discrete parameters. We set 
öw,öw, öh and 5.r0 the increment along the axes, also know as the grid size, to 1. 
Thee incrementing step for the voting matr ix M , transforming the image into 
thee parameter space, can be defined as follows: 

i U rr , i f l \=r-(xa-x0) + w-ya\ < e, 0 < (xa - x0) < h 6M[w,h,6M[w,h,XoXo]]  = l[  Q dJe 

(2.2) ) 
wit hh e a tolerance to account for discretisation effects, (xa,ya) a boundary 
pixell  and w,, h, and .To denoting the dimensions and location of the arrowhead. 
Typically,, e < 1, depending on the grid size in matr ix M. So. equation 2.2 gives 
ann update rule for the parameter matr ix for every boundary pixel, denoted by 

^^^ ^^^ 
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itss coordinates (xa,ya), see also figure 2.14. Results of using this method are 
presentedd in section 2.5. 

Figuree 2.14: Detecting arrowheads of unknown position, width and height using the 
HoughHough transform, based on matching the outline. Every boundery pixel in the image 
resultsresults in a plane in the Hough domain 

Notee that equation 2.2 works for the slope of the arrowhead, but the verti-
call  base of the arrowhead is undefined. Here we use the following incrementing 
rule: : 

«KMd- j JJ JV-f' , (M) 

aa formula that increments the vote for all arrowheads at position x0 = xa. 

Ourr implementation of the Hough-transform is. for reasons given in the 
previouss section, based on the one-sided profile. 

Afterr calculating the Hough-transform of a profile, the maximum value in 
thee three dimensional matrix is retrieved, with corresponding width and height 
andd position. If this maximum value exceeds the preset threshold (derived by 
optimizationn on a test set) an arrowhead is detected on x0. Figure 2.15 shows 
ann example. 

Thee complexity of the Hough Transform is given by its number of free 
parameters.. In our implementation, there are three free parameters: width, 
heightt and position. This leads to a complexity of 0(wh' n̂ai.). 

2.4.55 Templa te match ing 

Inn [22], a method for icon detection is described based on fuzzy mathematical 
morphology.. We use this method as our implementation of template matching. 
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Figuree 2.15: (a) Input image with superimposed detected arrow. Arrowhead detection 
waswas performed using the Hough transform, (b) Profile used as input for the Hough 
transform,. transform,. 

Too detect an icon in an image, it is decomposed into two disjoint sets S 
andd T. where 5 is the set of object pixels and T a set of background pixels. On 
thee basis of these two sets a weighting function is defined where the pixels in 
SS receive positive weight and those in T get the negative weights. The binary 
imagee is then correlated with this weighting function. Local maxima in the 
resultt indicate possible positions for the template. 

Thee definition of the weights is crucial. Figure 2.16.a shows the ideal grey 
valuedd image of an ID-model. Scanning results in blurring (figure 2.16.b) and 
noisee (figure 2.16.c). The ideal size background mask T is not known a priori, 
forr it depends on the distance between the object and other objects in the 
image.. If the expected distance is set to d2, the resulting weights assuming a 
linearr point spread function of size d\ is shown in figure 2.16.d. 

Finally,, the weights are normalized by choosing um,;„  and umax in such a 
wayy that the output of the correlation is +100 if the template on which it is 
basedd is used as the image, and -100 when its complement is presented. A 
constantt binary image yields zero output. Applying this to the appropriate 
modell  of an arrowhead (figure 2.17.a), we arrive at the following values for 
uumminin and Umax- Calculating these values is easy when the arrowhead model is 
transformedd into figure 2.17.b: 

100 0 
whwh — d\ (h + w — d\)' 
-100 0 

(2.4) ) 

(22 5) 
"™"™nn 2d2(h + w + 2d2 )-di(h + w-2d1)' 

Notee that w and h are not known a priori, in contrast to d\ and d2 from 
thee knowledge file. Therefore, the image needs to be correlated with a large 
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Figuree 2.16: (a) The ideal model of an object on a backgr ound. (b) The effect of the 
pointpoint spread function, (c) The effect of noise, (d) The resulting weight function. 

(B ) ) 

Figuree 2.17: (a) The arrowhead, model used for template matching, d.2 is the expected 
distancedistance to other objects, dl is the size of the point spread function to account for 
blurring,blurring, (b) T ransformation of the mdel to facilitate easy calculation of the weights. 

numberr of templates, eac htemplate referring to a combination of width and 
height.. Also, the exact orientation is not known a priori. As demonstrated in 
sectionn 2.4.2, the determined orientation of the shaft line is not precise enough 
too allo w for robust arrowhead detection. Therefore, the templates need to be 
correlatedd at a small range of angles. Experiments not shown indicate that the 
differencee betw eenthe measured orientation of the shaft line and the ground 
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truthh is less than degrees. The local maxima in the result for each template 
pointt to possible locations of the arrowhead(s). The maximum of these local 
maximaa point to the most likely position and dimensions of the arrowhead(s). 
Figuree 2.18 shows an example achieved with the template matching algorithm. 

Figuree 2.18: Example of a result of the template matching algorithm on a low quality 
arrow.arrow. The dotted triangles denote optimal matching model arrowheads. 

Thee order of correlating a single template is 0{fwwh). where ƒ„. is 
thee width of the binary image. This leads to an order of 0(fwh(hmax ~ 
hmin)w(whmin)w(wmamaxx ~ wmm)(amax ~ am,n)) for evaluating all possible templates. 
Althoughh the grid size has a large effect on the actual computing time, is does 
nott influence the order of the algorithm. 

2.55 Experiments 

Inn this section we describe the evaluation of the detector. 
Priorr to detector-development, a large database of images (> 1000) con-

tainingg arrows and other objects was collected using a data collecting tool 
calledd Bessi [3]. This dataset was extracted from a batch of 25 utility-maps 
providedd by a utility plant*. The maps represent a cross-section of the avail-
ablee material. They show a large variation in quality and contrast. 

Thee dataset was divided in two subsets, one for developing the detector, 
andd one for testing (.V = 203). After the test on real images, the detector 
wass tested with a large amount of synthetic arrows, generated by a process 
describedd in [4]. 

2.5.11 Performance on real images 

Thee knowledge file contains the maximum parameter values for the width 
andd height of arrowheads in the test set. The maximum allowed occlusion 

"Cur tesyy of the P N E M, current ly part of Essent. 
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detectortype detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

RecognitionRecognition rate 
89.66 % 
91.00 % 
89.22 % 

Tablee 2.1: Results of the three methods of arrowhead detection compared (N = 203 i. 

iss set at 50 c/c. This percentage was arrived at during the testing fase. to 
alloww for a minimal number of false positives. There is a trade-off between 
correctlyy identified arrows and increasing the number of false positives. How 
thiss trade-off is decided, depends on the application in which the detector is 
embedded.. More often than not. the choice wil l be made to configure for a 
minimall  number of false positives, for wrong data (the result of a false positive) 
iss usually considered worse than incomplete data. 

Tablee 2.1 gives the recognition rate of the arrow detector, depending on 
thee employed arrowhead algorithm. It is clear all three arrowhead detection 
algorithmm perform satisfactory. Close inspection of the data reveal that there 
iss a precise coincidence among the three methods which ones to reject or to 
acceptt falsely. Only very few instances of a different result among the three 
methodss have been recorded. Figure 2.19 shows the image where the template 
matchingg algorithm fails, but the robust line fitter and the Hough transform 
succeed. . 

Figuree 2.19: Arrow rejected by the template matching algorithm. The detail shows 
thethe rejected arrowhead. The arrowhead is rejected because it is vertically translated. 
TheThe robust line fitter method and the Hough transform method do not reject this 
arrowhead,arrowhead, because they operate on the summed profile. 

Analysiss of the rejected arrows (figure 2.20) show three sources of errors: 

•• Arrow is not conform model (42 %). In some images, see for example 
figurefigure 2.20.a, the arrowhead was lost due to unintelligible drawing or 
image-disturbances.. Other aspects of the model could also be violated. 
Forr example the pensize used for the drawing the shaft could be wrong. 
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•• Line detection (16%). In some images, bad segmentation caused loss of 
detail.. This sometimes resulted in poor line-detection. See figure 2.20.b. 

•• Occlusion (42 %). In Figure 2.20.C an arrow is presented, where too 

muchh of the arrowhead is lost due to occlusion. 

Figuree 2 20: Arrows beyond recognition, due to: (a) arrowhead that is not conform 
arrowheadarrowhead model, (b) Bad segmentation of the shaft line, (c) Occlusion of the arrow-
head. head. 

Thiss error-analysis demonstrates that the recognition of arrowheads forms 

thee bottleneck in arrow detection. 
Bothh the detector outfitted with the robust line fitter and the detector 

withh the Hough transform incorrectly reported one arrow (a false positive) on 
thee test set. Figure 2.21 shows this image. The detector using the template 
matchingg algorithm reported no false positives. Note that an arrowhead de-

Figuree 2.21: A false positive arrow, (a) shows the orginal image detail, (b) shows 
thethe detected shaft line, and the location and dimensions of the arrowheads detected by 
thethe robust line fitter. The Hough transform algorithm produces comparable results. 

tectingg algorithm can produce 10 % false positives means the arrow detector 
employingg the arrowhead detector will only produce 1 % false positives. Ar
rowheadd detection is an indepent process, so the probability of producing a 
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falsee positive is the square of the probability of a single false positive arrow-
head. . 

2.5.22 Performance on synthetic images 

Testingg an algorithm on synthetic images is an important tool in evaluating 
detectors.. On the one hand, the limits of the model under detection can be 
studied,, while rotation, scale and translation invariance of the detector can be 
severelyy tested. 

Inn figure 2.22 an experiment is laved out. Two lines intersecting the arrow 
aree shifted along the arrow. We are interested in the accuracy of the detectors, 
inn these changing circumstances. 

Figuree 2.22: Example of generated images. A normal arrow is distured by a line 
throughthrough both arrowheads. In the experiment, the tine is shifted along the head. 

Inn figure 2.23. the performance in terms of accuracy of the arrow detector 
employingg the Hough-transform in the shift experiment is presented. 

Wee conducted two other experiments. One concerning the accuracy of the 
widthh detection, the concerning the rotational invariance of the arrow detector 
(figuree 2.24). 

Tablee 2.2 presents a comparison of the performance of the three arrowhead 
detectionn algorithms, for all three experiments. All detectors correctly identify 
thee arrows. The values in the columns denotes the average squared distance 
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QQ width 

17 7 

- C * * 
15 5 

14 4 

height t 

Shift t 

Detected d 

height t 

Detected d 

width h 

4 4 5 5 

Robustt line fitter 

Houghh Transform 

Templatee matching 

Figuree 2.23: The accuracy of the width and height detection in relation to the shift of 
thethe intersecting line (a shift of 0 corresponds to the line touching the tip of the arrow-
head,head, a shift of 9 to the line intersecting the shaft). Both parameters are reasonably 
wellwell detected by all three arrowhead detection algorithms. The largest deviation in 
bothboth width and height are found when the position of the shift-line coincides with the 
startingstarting point of the arrowhead. On the whole, the Hough transform is the most stable 
detectordetector with small deviations. 
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Figuree 2.24: (A) In this experiment, the arrow is kept in place while the width of the 
arrowheadarrowhead is varied. (B) An arrow is presented at different orientations. 

detectortype detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

shift shift 
1.97 7 
1.29 9 
2.31 1 

rotate rotate 
0.9 9 
0.74 4 
0.8 8 

width width 
0.6 6 
0.55 5 
0.48 8 

Tablee 2.2: Results of the three methods of arrowhead detection compared on synthetic 
images.images. The performance is shown to be comparable. 

betweenn the ground truth and measured parameters width and height. In a 
formula: : 

mmsdsd = 1/-DJ 

Thee table shows that the accuracy is in general within one pixel. Only the 
shiftt experiment has a larger variation in the detection. This is explained by 
notingg that the detectors all have trouble locating the base of the arrowhead 
whenn the shift line coincides with the base of the arrowhead. 

2.5.33 Performance in a map interpretat io n sys tem 

Inn [20] the arrow detector (employing the robust line fitter for reasons of com-
putationall  efficiency) is compared with five other classifyers in a system for 
interpretingg utility maps. These other classifyers where developed within the 
contextt of the map interpretation system, and aimed solely at distinguising 
betweenn a narrow class of objects (pipes, houses, text and arrows) using a fea-
turee vector containing information about the MAER (minimal enclosing area 
rectangle,, see [48]) and other attributes. It was shown that the arrow detector 
developedd in this chapter outperforms the other classifyers. Within the con-
textt of the map interpretation system, 92.4% of the arrows where correctly 
classified,, the competing detecting performing between 66.7% and 90.9%. 
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Detectortype Detectortype 
Robust t 
Hough h 
Template e 

speed speed 
1 1 
5 5 
1000 0 

Tablee 2.3: Relative speed of the three arrowhead detection algorithms. 

2.5.44 Speed 

Inn table 2.3. the computational complexity of the different head detection 
algorithmss is presented. Note that, although the complexities of arrowhead 
detectionn algorithms are as computed, the actual computation for the Hough-
transformm approach and the template matching approach is highly dependent 
onn the parameters maximum head length and head width. The robust line 
fittingfitting approach only uses these parameters to verify an achieved result. The 
differencee in computation time between these three approaches is therefore 
dependentt on the size of the parameter space. 

2.5.55 Analys is 

Onn the basis of recognition performance, there is littl e to choose between the 
threee head detector algorithms. In the difficult circumstance of real utility 
mapp images, all three perform satisfactory. The template matching algorithm 
didd not produce false positives. 

Inn the synthetic images, none of the detector fail to recognize the arrows 
andd show satisfactory accuracy. In terms of accuracy, the Hough transform is 
preferablee above the other detectors, albeit slightly. 

Thee overlap in detection means that a majority vote approach (as some-
timess used in character recognition [13]) does not significantly improve the 
overall  performance, while being very costly in terms of computational effort, 
Inn majority voting, all three arrowhead detectors look for arrowheads, and an 
arrowheadd is considered detected when at least two of the detectors report the 
presencee of an arrowhead. 

I tt is remarkable that three different techniques for arrow-head detection 
producee such similar results. We conclude that the nature of the data permits 
noo improvement. The robust line fitter and the Hough transform both solely 
operatee on the outline of the arrowhead. The template matching algorithm 
operatess on the whole arrowhead. We conclude that the essential information 
onn the arrowhead is contained in its outline. 

Onee could conclude that our arrow model is too strict, However, relaxing 
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thiss model (by for example stating that an arrow is defined by a shaft line 
wit hh two 'blobs' at its end points) would increase the number of false positives 
considerably.. Also, the goal of the arrow detector was not only to recognize 
ann arrow, but also extract its dimensions from the drawing, and we succeeded 
inn rinding the after dimensions shaft position, height and width of the arrow-
heads.. As a consequence, we believe we have reached the bottom of straight 
forwardd model matching as the template matching, the Hough transform and 
thee robust line fitter all make the same mistakes. 

Combiningg the results on real images, synthetic images and computational 
complexityy we conclude that the robust line fitter is the best choise. 

2.66 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter, we have developed a scheme for arrow detection. In this 
scheme,, the detection of the shaft line is separated from arrowhead detec-
tion.. This allows for different arrowhead detectors. Three different types of 
detectionn algorithms were implemented, and evaluated. 

Al ll  these algorithms perform satisfactory, on both real and synthetic im-
ages.. They produce almost identical results to the degree that there is no 
expectedd gain in combining detectors in a voting scheme. We conclude that 
thee nature of the data permits no improvement. Because of its low computa-
tionall  complexity, the arrowhead detector based on robust line fitting is the 
bestt choice. 

Inn approximately 10 % of the cases the detector is not capable of classifying 
aa presented arrow correctly. This cannot be resolved by relaxing the model, 
whilee still being able to retrieve the arrow's dimensions. However, when using 
thee arrow detector in a complete drawing interpretation system, one could 
definee an 'arrow like' class of objects. These objects, shaft lines with two 
blobss of pixels at their end points, could be resolved to be an arrow (or not) 
byy the system using global image consistency rules. 

Thiss detector tackles a symbol (an arrow) that is a combination of symbols 
(aa shaft and two arrowheads). We demonstrated that the critical component 
inn detecting arrows lies in detecting arrowheads. A crucial factor in the success 
inn detection arrows, stems from first detecting the shaft (which is relatively 
easy)) and then using the estimated parameters to decrease the number of free 
parameterss in the arrowhead recognition. We recommend this approach in 
tacklingg compounded symbols. 
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